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Introduction

The U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics both predict that by 2015 
Baby Boomers will cede the majority of the workforce to Generation Y. It will be the 
largest shift in human capital in history.

Let’s contemplate the significance of that shift for just a moment. 

Most membership associations remain almost entirely governed and supported by 
the Baby Boomer generation. If we take an honest look at membership we can see 
that most associations are still struggling to engage Generation X (currently ages 32-
48), much less Generation Y (ages 18-31)! 

Interesting enough, the largest shift in human capital in history isn’t unique to the 
United States. Every developed nation in the world is staring down the same fate. 
And it’s not just the shift in human capital everyone is concerned about – moreover, 
it’s the shift in values. 

Generation Y has very different values, needs, wants, interests and expectations 
than the generations that have come before them. As a result, what engaged other 
generations simply isn’t going to engage Generation Y. 

Often dismissed as entitled, self-centered, attention-deficit, immature and incapable of interpersonal communication, few 
leaders and organizations have taken the extra step to delve into what motivates and inspires Generation Y and what 
influences their decision to engage. This decision may seem insignificant, but it’s really very critical. 

If we fail to engage Generation Y we prepare to fail. 

Like it or not, this generation will determine the fate of your membership association and the industry and businesses it 
represents. Generation Y is the largest generation in history. They will soon become the majority of the workforce, the majority 
vote and the largest consumer base. 

Like it or not, your association needs to engage this generation to survive.

On behalf of XYZ University, I invite you to read this white paper to discover ways your association can effectively engage 
younger members and I urge you to open your mind throughout the process. Attitude is everything. This white paper gives 
you many tips, but if you continue to perceive younger generations as insignificant and this pending shift as insurmountable, 
all the tips in the world aren’t going to help. 

Change is inevitable, but with great change comes great opportunity. Generation Y is a large and influential market and their 
arrival is ushering in a new era of technology, consumerism and best practices.

Opportunity as significant as this one is quite rare. Embrace it and get to work on building an engaging, multi-generational 
membership association.

Sincerely,

Sarah Sladek
CEO, XYZ University
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“Generation Y is the 
largest generation 
in history. They 
will soon become 
the majority of 
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and the largest 
consumer base.”



Time is running out

Time is running out. The U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics both predict that 
by 2015 Baby Boomers will cede the majority of the workforce to Generation Y (ages 18-31), 
marking the largest shift in human capital in history. 

Yet, as this report is being written in the fall of 2013, most membership associations still 
remain entirely governed and supported by the Baby Boomer generation (ages 49-67) and few 
associations have a plan to engage Generation Y.  

Why have associations failed to engage younger generations in their membership ranks? Well, 
it’s clearly not due to a lack of awareness.

In a 2011 Association Adviser survey, 40% of respondents cited the aging of the Baby Boomer 
generation as negatively impacting membership retention at their associations. In fact, most 
expected 70% of their membership to reach retirement age within the next 10 years. 

In 2012, Greenfield Services, Inc. surveyed 147 Canadian association executives about their top 
priorities which were all about membership— engaging members (63.2%), recruiting members 
(62.5%), and retaining members (59.6%). Yet, only 53% of the associations were using a 
membership marketing plan and a mere 23% had a next generation strategy.

This isn’t surprising. Actually, the lack of a next generation strategy is evident elsewhere, as well. 
Here are just a few examples:

62% of non-profit board members are over the age of 50 (BoardSource)

60 is the average age of a U.S. Senator – the oldest in history (NBC News)

55 is the average age in the U.S. House of Representatives – the oldest in more than a century (NBC News)

55 is the median age for a S&P 500 CEO (CEO Statistics)

64% of the directors at S&P 500 firms are 60 or older; 15% are older than 69 (Bloomberg News)

The aging of our nation’s industries, executives, government and membership associations 
is painfully evident, but this awareness hasn’t moved many executives into action. The aging 
has been happening for quite some time, and we continue to struggle with the concepts of 
succession planning and engagement. 

For starters, let’s define membership engagement. What is it exactly? Some association leaders 
make the mistake of thinking an engaged member is one who pays dues each year without 
question. Others believe an engaged member is one who sits on the board of directors. Still 
others will define engaged members as those who “show up” at all the events or read all the 
e-newsletters.

However, membership engagement is something else entirely. 
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Member engagement does not mean member happiness. 

Someone might enjoy volunteering or sitting on the board of directors, but that doesn’t necessarily mean they are working hard 
or productively on behalf of the association. Making members happy is something different from making them engaged.

Member engagement doesn’t mean member satisfaction. 

Many associations send out “membership surveys” to try to gauge the membership’s satisfaction with the membership 
experience, but the bar is set too low. A satisfied member will pay dues without complaint. But that same “satisfied” member 
might not participate on her own and she’ll probably drop her membership if another association or service provider offers her 
something that costs less or provides more convenience. Satisfied isn’t enough.

This emotional commitment means engaged members actually care about their involvement and the association’s work. 
They don’t join just for networking opportunities. They join and participate because they believe in and want to support the 
association’s mission.

When members care—when they are engaged—they use discretionary effort. The engaged member volunteers extra hours 
when needed without being asked. The engaged member promotes the association to her peers without being asked simply 
because she values her membership.

Engaged members lead to a positive organizational culture and better membership recruitment and retention outcomes. 

So why aren’t younger generations engaged in membership associations? Undoubtedly you’ve heard one of these excuses 
used:

• “They haven’t grown into membership yet. When they get older they will join.”

• “They simply aren’t joiners. They don’t value membership like we did.”

• “They’re in transition.”

• “They’re lazy.” 

However, there’s sufficient research to indicate Generation Y’s lack of engagement has little to do with immaturity and character 
flaws and more to do with a severe lack of understanding of this demographic. 

As indicated above, most industry sectors know exactly how to engage Baby Boomers, but they have failed miserably at 
engaging other generations. The reason for this is because the generations that follow the Boomers differ in their needs, values, 
wants, interests and expectations.  

Our society has observed considerable change in the past 60 years. Unprecedented, significant and rapid change, and as a 
result, each generation has been influenced by different life events and possesses different values.
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Membership engagement: Defined

Definition: Membership engagement is the emotional commitment the member 
has to the association and its mission.
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The chart below gives you a snapshot of generational characteristics and what they want from an association membership. 

Baby Boomers Generation X Generation Y

Born 1946 -1964 1965 - 1981 1982 - 1995

Size 78 million 48 million 80 million

Nicknames
Me Generation

Love Generation
The Gray Ceiling

Slackers
MTV Generation

Millennials
Echo Boomers

Trophy Generation

Characteristics
Hard-working, loyal, 
confident, cynical, 

competitive

Anti-authority, highly 
individualistic, self-reliant, 

family-focused

Confident, digital thinkers, 
sense of entitlement, needy

Why they are the way 
they are

The wealthiest, healthiest, 
largest generation of their 
time. Raised to pursue the 

American Dream.

Children of workaholics and 
divorce, the arrival of cable 
television and computers. 

Raised to be self-sufficient.

Micro-managed by their 
parents, technology, always 
rewarded for participation. 

Raised to be high achievers.

Communication 
styles

Prefer detailed dialogue 
in-person or via phone. 

Appreciate meetings. Believe 
no news is good news.

Prefer close, concise 
communication—not 

over-explaining, clichés or 
corporate jargon. Prefer 

e-mail.

Prefer frequent feedback 
and problem-solving via 

technology instead of phone 
calls or meetings.

Problems they are 
facing right now

Dwindling retirement funds, 
job dislocation, rising health 

care costs or inadequate 
health care coverage.

Debt, caring for young 
children and aging 

parents, balancing life and 
career, stuck in middle 

management.

Debt, unemployment, 
difficulty transitioning from 
college career, negative 
stereotypes, being taken 

seriously.

What they want from 
an association

Opportunities to lead and 
leave a legacy.

Opportunities to further 
their careers and foster 

relationships with their peers.

Opportunities to learn from 
mentors and gain access to 
new skills and information.

Volunteer styles
Want to lead. Like to manage 
others. Like to hold meetings 

and discuss strategies.

Want autonomy. Hate being 
micro-managed or anything 

that wastes their time.

Want structure. Expect 
immediate feedback and 
increasing responsibility.

Flaws
Have a “been there, done 
that” attitude, not always 

open to new ideas.

Have difficulty committing, 
tend to have a “wait-and-

see” approach.

Have short attention spans 
and high demands and ask 

“what’s in it for me?”.

Turn-offs
People questioning their 

abilities or suggesting they 
try something new.

Loyalty that goes 
unrewarded.

Dismissing their ideas for 
lack of experience.
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It’s probably fair to say that your association understands the Baby Boomers very well. 
Most associations are managed and supported almost entirely by Baby Boomers. 
This is all fine and good, but if an association is to grow and sustain, it needs to 
engage younger generations.

The chart on the previous page helps to explain how generations differ and why your 
association can’t engage younger generations using the exact same practices it has 
used with Boomers. Just as time has changed nearly everything about our world, your 
association also needs to change.

Membership engagement relies heavily on values, because engagement results from 
the emotional commitment a member has to the association and its mission. 

So it’s imperative the association focus on the values of younger generations if it 
wants to engage them. The values of this generation tend to focus on three primary 
objectives: leadership, learning and service. 

This is critical information focused on membership outcomes. Younger generations 
want their memberships to provide them with ample opportunities to learn, lead and 
make a difference.

Even more basic than that, every member—regardless of age—needs to feel like they belong. Your association doesn’t see 
much turnover within the Baby Boomer membership because you are satisfying their need to belong. 

But what about younger generations? Do they feel like they belong in your association? 

Belonging by definition means two things. It means that you have a secure relationship and it also means that you have 
ownership in something. 

In many ways, belonging to an association is the equivalent of trusting in it. From a generational perspective, Baby Boomers 
trust more readily and are more accepting of lapses in trust behaviors than Generations X and Y. 

It probably has something to do with how Generations X and Y were raised. Generation X were children of divorce, have never 
known job security, are all too familiar with telemarketing, and closely observed many of the nation’s leaders lying and failing to 
deliver on their promises with the advent of cable television and technology. 

Likewise, Generation Y has had many of the same influences. In addition, they were young children during the fall of entire 
corporations like Enron and the outbreaks of school shootings and terrorism.

“Membership 
engagement 
relies heavily on 
values, because 
engagement results 
from the emotional 
commitment a 
member has to the 
association and its 
mission.”
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To build trust with Generations X and Y, take these tips into consideration:

Listen to their point of view. 
Try to understand how things look from the perspective of Generations X and Y. What they want and expect from your association 
is probably quite different from what Boomers want and expect. 

This includes a frank examination of the flaws or weaknesses of your own association. Invite young professionals to meet with 
your association leaders over lunch or coffee. Ask open-ended questions and set aside your assumptions. Empathize and let 
them know when you understand them; ask for examples when you don’t. 

Remember, generational differences aren’t a matter of right and wrong. What one generation prefers isn’t better than what 
another generation prefers, but there are clearly differences in each generation’s preferences. Not right. Not wrong. Just different.

Universally, people associate trust with being treated with respect.  This means someone listened to you and took what you said 
into account even if that person didn’t agree with you.

Listening is the first step toward building a relationship of trust. 

Create solutions. 
Make it your association’s priority to generate new ideas and creative alternatives. Trust isn’t built from trying to win personal 
victories.  

I’ve already mentioned several examples in this book of associations which refused to be solution-oriented. The leadership 
chose to engage in a tug-of-war either among themselves or with the membership and this fostered a competitive, territorial, 
and sometimes downright nasty environment. 

If your membership is bleeding members, does it really make sense to argue over whether or not to continue using Robert’s 
Rules of Order? Or whether to spend 80% of a staff person’s time on lobbying instead of 50%?  I’ve listened to internal 
arguments over everything from web sites, mission statements, and board terms to who’s buying lunch.

Let’s keep in mind here that your association is a business. Any conflict costs your association actual dollars in lost productivity 
and revenue.

Resolve conflict by identifying each other’s motives, goals, and agendas and clarify points of mutual agreement and 
interdependence. Together, come up with every possible solution without evaluating them. 

Encourage feedback. 
In order to demonstrate listening, it is essential to have something to listen to. Thus, creating a space for people to contribute is 
essential. The space does not have to be lengthy; it can be enough to say in a meeting that for the next ten minutes, the issue 
will be discussed by the group. 

Some associations have had success hosting coffee chats for the purpose of initiating conversations between members and 
the board president or association CEO. A similar idea is ‘lunch for 12’, a monthly lunch meeting when the president or CEO 
meets with 12 different members each and every month.

Other ideas include hosting online chats when members can live chat with association staff at specific times each week or 
month, hosting focus groups, or providing a means for members to submit their feedback via a suggestion box or dedicated 
voice mailbox for feedback.

An environment where only your executives and board members have permission to share ideas and solve problems seriously 
hinders and association’s potential for innovation, problem-solving, and relationship-building.
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The point here is that when members are able to express their ideas freely and build relationships with your staff, the levels of 
trust and the sense of belonging will increase.

It’s critical to have a means for responding to all this feedback, though. Make sure your association implements a way to let 
members know how you are following up on their suggestions. And by all means, if you say you’re going to do something do it. 
There’s nothing worse than not following up on your promises. Nothing.

Be inclusive. 
Remember that each generation has something of value to contribute to your association. I cease to be amazed by how many 
associations refuse the leadership of young professionals, claiming that they lack experience. 

Yet, what today’s young professionals lack in experience they make up in other areas. They are better educated than most 
Boomers, more tech-savvy and entrepreneurial, globally-minded, and very creative. 

More importantly, the Xers and Ys will outnumber the Boomers by 2015. Their perspectives should be represented at the 
decision-making table. Your association’s leadership is only part of your association. And if your association’s leadership is all 
over the age of 50, only the voice of one demographic is being represented.

Associations need to move from being exclusive in regards to leadership to being inclusive and open to new ideas and skills for 
navigating the future. 

Purposely excluding people from any aspect of your association’s operations is a sure-fire way to kill their sense of belonging 
and trust.

Building trust is done in steps and over time. It’s not an immediate reaction, and neither is a sense of belonging. 

Generations X and Y need to feel a secure relationship and a sense of ownership in your association before they join. In contrast, 
most Baby Boomers will join an association because they feel it’s the right thing to do and they work at the belonging piece of 
it after the fact.

However, your association will struggle to recruit and retain younger members if they don’t feel like they belong in your association. 
As soon as you understand the significance of that need, your association can begin to make progress towards meeting it. 

In addition to focusing on values and building trust, a successful Next Generation Engagement Strategy is multi-faceted in its 
approach. Here’s everything you need to know and examples from the associations leading the way.

Associations will benefit by 
being very transparent about 
what their mission is, what it 
means to individuals who join, 
and how their membership is 
valuable and beneficial.
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There are two differentiators to keep in mind when targeting younger generations:

1.) They trust their peers more than anyone else; and 

2.) They have grown up in an on-demand instant gratification world. These two differentiators combined demonstrate the 
need for onboarding in associations. 

The Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP), an international group of 30,000 members, 
made a decided effort to engage younger generations and established committees and task forces of 
young professionals to help the association tackle the challenge. AFP’s leadership quickly learned the 
younger generations have an expectation to be participatory and involved immediately. 

“The old paradigm that you pay your dues, listen, learn and move up the ranks, which many of the Baby 
Boomers have followed, are not the ways of the next generation,” noted Joseph Goepfrich, AFP’s vice 

chair of membership services. 

“They want to be treated as equal partners and equal colleagues. They want to be heard. By the same token they want to take 
advantage of the learning opportunities and networking opportunities that those engagements offer.”

Natalie Gupton, 27, joined AFP for job opportunities and connections with people in the field. As a collegiate chapter president, 
she was asked to speak at the international conference, and shortly thereafter she was invited to serve on the international 
board. 

Even though she’s the youngest person on the board, Gupton says this immediate opportunity to get involved made her feel 
that she belonged in AFP and that has influenced her decision to renew. 

“Being made to feel like you’re important and you add value to the organization is very important in keeping young people 
involved. It’s definitely why I stay involved in AFP. They probably have me for life,” she said.

Upon deciding to engage younger generations, Goepfrich said AFP experienced a paradigm shift in how the entire association 
operated. By engaging young professionals in the process, new strategies have emerged and the association has been very 
successful at engaging young members. “The ideas that were centered on the next generation have really worked because they 
(Generations X and Y) were the ones planning and executing them,” he said. 

“Younger generations don’t think of themselves as leaders of the future. They want to be leaders now, so that’s how AFP is 
engaging the next generation.” 

Maria Huntley teaches a certificate program in association management for ASAE: The Center for Association Leadership. 
Huntley believes immediate onboarding is also key to engaging young professionals.

She shared the story of an association that grew its student membership from just four members to more than 100. The 
association started by asking students what they needed, then developed a formal mentorship program to pair them with senior 
members, a volunteer program to connect them with executives in the industry, and a scholarship program to increase their 
participation in programs and conferences. 

“It’s been incredible for that association on many different levels,” states Huntley. “Their membership is up, involvement is up, 
and engagement is up.”

Some associations are beginning to follow suit, honing in on the needs of younger generations and being responsive to them.

Onboarding
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For example, Sue Huff, president of the 
Healthcare Convention and Exhibitors 
Association (HCEA), reported that HCEA is 
launching a next generation strategy to give 
young professionals a voice on the board and 
develop education and resources specific to their 
career interests. 

Minnesota City/County Management Association (MCMA)’s training and mentorship programs have become a huge draw 
for younger members. To expand upon these programs MCMA recently launched job skills-building webinars. 

Other associations are experiencing difficulty in this area. 

Dr. Kate Boyle, program director of Leadership in Student Affairs at the University of St. Thomas, is a member of two different 
professional associations. She said both associations are trying to reach out to graduate students, but their approaches are 
completely different. 

Association ‘A’ recruits one graduate student from every school in its membership to serve as a leader. “Appointing one person 
as opposed to allowing anyone who wants to be involved to join sends a mixed message to this generation. Some are honored 
that they’ve been tapped as a leader, but that limits the possibility for anyone else,” explained Boyle. 

Association ‘B’ has a Graduate and New Professional Commission that seeks out student members and asks, ‘How do you 
want to get involved?’.  “They immediately identify a place for you and make you feel purposeful and valued right from the start,” 
stated Boyle. For this reason, Association ‘B’ is more successful at engaging students.

Associations that make it a point to contact every member are seeing retention rates soar. Meagan Rockett of Greenfield Services, 
a lead generation firm in Canada, said the associations observing the most success have developed a strategy featuring three 
tiers: personal communication, social media communication, and immediate engagement opportunities. 

Personal communication includes such outreach efforts as a welcome call or handwritten note, while social media includes 
mentioning new members on Twitter. Rockett added that having immediate engagement opportunities available, like volunteer 
roles and mentorship programs, makes young members feel like they are welcome, appreciated, and belong.

“Feeling welcome has to be part of the engagement process,” Dr. Boyle said. “(Younger generations) can handle formal, but they 
can’t handle feeling like they’re not good enough because they’re looking for an ability to have an impact themselves.”

Best Practice: AFP created a new membership category 
for young professionals (ages 30 and under) with annual 
dues of $75 versus $300 for the professional category. The 
association developed tips for chapters on how to engage 
YPs and also for YPs on how to engage in the chapter. 
In just 14 months, the YP category has grown to 2,500 
members, 80% of whom are new to the profession.
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To younger generations, feeling welcome is as important as feeling like they are part of something meaningful and innovative. 

Harrison Lloyd, a 22 year-old marketing specialist for an association management company, said peer-to-peer networking and 
innovation were the reasons he became a member of the Minnesota Interactive Media Association (MIMA). 

“MIMA gets big name speakers to come in and share what they’re doing on social media or how they’re using online tools and 
to give inspirational messages that feel innovative and progressive,” he said. “The events are coupled with night life and full of 
energy.”

Lloyd said his Gen Y peers tend to engage with organizations that meet their career and social interests at the same time. For 
some, it’s also about proving the value of the membership.

“Once upon a time it was enough to bring people into a room and they valued that. Now they need to 
go back to their boss and say, ‘Here’s what I learned from it.’ That accountability has increased,” noted 
Paul Smith, executive director of Canadian Association of Career Educators and Employers 
(CACEE). 

Return on investment is important, but what engages the next generation is almost always driven by 
need, and what younger generations need most right now is access to professional development 
and career services, explained Rosealee Lee, a former board member of Meeting Professionals 
International (MPI).

“When you give younger generations what they need and you have a relationship with them, they’re 
loyal,” she said.

Lee is concerned association executives are “focusing too much on the expectations of their typically more senior board 
members,” and failing to be relevant to or communicate with the younger generations. 

“When your customer changes, you have to follow,” she said. This means associations must spend some time gaining a better 
understanding of what younger members need.

As mentioned in the beginning of this white paper, membership engagement by definition is the emotional commitment the 
member has to the association and its mission. While all associations have a mission, some associations are more successful 
at delivering a great mission-focused membership experience. Others excel at communicating what it means to individuals who 
join and how the membership is valuable and beneficial to the members and to the world at-large.

Whether they do it consciously or sub-consciously, younger generations will always ask three questions before deciding to 
engage: 

• What’s in this for me personally?

• What’s in this for me professionally?

• How will my membership benefit my community or industry?

Baby Boomers, and anyone else born before 1964, were raised to value conformity: do what society expects of you, uphold 
traditions, follow certain social rules and don’t draw attention to yourself.  But anyone born in 1965 or later was raised to value 
individuality: you are special and unique and you should do what makes you happy. As a result, Generations X and Y are always 
going to ask ‘what’s in it for me?’. 

Mission focused
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That’s not to say they are self-centered. It is to say they are driven to understand how their individual participation makes a 
difference for them personally and for others as well. 

Younger generations are much more likely to attach themselves to something they believe in and also believe they can make a 
difference. “I’m much more likely to be loyal to a way of thinking and a belief that I see in the brand and the people that are part 
of that group,” explained Lloyd. 

He used the example of Minnesota Precision Manufacturing Association (MPMA) as one that inspires engagement and 
loyalty. 

“MPMA members are very passionate about their manufacturing businesses and the economic vitality of American manufacturing 
as the backbone of the nation’s economy. That’s an emotional driver for members,” he said. “They care about the bigger picture 
and they want to make an impact. That’s where you get that spark in their eye.”

In addition to making an impact, younger generations want access. They value an opportunity to access something or someone 
they wouldn’t have access to outside of the confines of membership.

The Barrister Club of the San Francisco Bar Association is now hosting informal networking events 
with judges so members can get to know them in a less intimidating environment. 

Something like this is “real interesting to young people,” said Lloyd. “It reaches the heart of what 
associations are all about—mentorship and learning from people who have done it before.” Plus, it’s 
something non-members can’t access.

It goes without saying that technology is a defining member benefit for Generation Y. Also referred to as the Digital Natives, this 
generation has never known life without technology. They value technology as much as freedom and oxygen and more than 
dating. If your association isn’t using technology in every aspect of the way it does business and interacts with members, it is 
alienating this generation.

“This is the fast-food generation—I want what I want now and I want it my way. Anything that dribbles, drones or lags turns them 
off,” said Rosalee Lee. “That’s why social media is so big. They can self-select how and when they get it.”

Because of technology, Generation Y will be more averse to slow paces and long-term approaches to change. Because of 
technology, they value customization, convenience, consumer reviews, and globalization. Because of technology, they will want 

Technology

Younger generations are focused 
on technology to connect, 
engage and create an efficient 
path to better results. This is not 
to say they don’t want face-to-
face experiences; technology is 
simply the tool to get them there. 
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to learn, lead, and engage with your association in unique and different ways. 

This is not to say Generation Y doesn’t want face-to-face experiences. It is to say that technology is their ‘go-to’ resource and 
their comfort zone.

“It’s about giving them access and tapping into the ways in which they communicate more than it’s about redefining who you 
are,” said Dr. Boyle.

For some associations, technology has opened the door to increased engagement. For 
example, the Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA) hosted its first 
hybrid conference in 2011. Approximately 3,700 people attended the live conference in Las 
Vegas, and over 500 participated digitally in interactive sessions. 

The response prompted PCMA to begin delivering a wide-variety of digital programs on a 
regular basis. By the end of 2011, it had an active and engaged community of 2,000 registered 
digital users.

Then, when the 2012 conference rolled around, PCMA realized a 9% increase in event 
registration. Of the nearly 3,800 live event attendees, 14% said their digital experience played a significant role in their decision 
to attend in person. 

In an article following the conference, PCMA’s CEO, Deb Sexton, was quoted as saying that PCMA was fortunate to have a 
leadership team that believed in taking risks to move the association forward. 

When it comes to younger generations, technology isn’t a risk or a luxury. To them, technology is necessity. But Sexton was 
partially right – the decision to make changes starts at the top and it takes time and effort. 

Kevin Frazell, member services director for the League of Minnesota Cities, said the Minnesota City/County Management 
Association started its next generation outreach effort 10 years ago for the survival of the profession and to meet the needs of 
the changing demographics. 

Even with 10 years of focus and success, about half of MCMA’s members are still Baby Boomers. 

Indeed, the Boomer generation was the largest generation of its era, and most associations remained entirely governed and 
supported by Boomers. But that era is nearing an end. Technology may be the most prominent sign of change, but further 
examination proves that the demographic shift is characterized by shifts in values and this influences a generation’s decision to 
engage. 

Conclusion

By 2015, Generations X and Y will be the majority: the majority vote, majority workforce, and majority consumer spending. 
Is your organization prepared and capable of engaging a young, powerful group of members? Generations X and Y are your 
association’s only succession plan. Engage them, and you can anticipate a successful and prosperous future for generations 
to come.
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Concerned about declining engagement in our nation’s membership associations, non-
profits, and workplaces, Sarah Sladek, a former marketing and media professional, 
founded XYZ University in 2002—a management company focused on helping organizations 
engage Generations X, Y, and Z. Sarah is the author of three books and founder of the 
RockStars@Work Conference, the nation’s first business conference focused on bridging 
talent and leadership gaps in the workforce. Her expertise has been featured in international 
media and she has keynoted more than 100 events. Backed by years of experience and 
supported by solid research, she remains committed to helping organizations engage 
every generation to thrive and prosper in the new economy.
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